
Royal Boat Parade Amsterdam 2013 
 
The City of Amsterdam has invited production company IDTV and 
Stichting Sail Amsterdam to collaboratively organise the Royal Boat 
Parade. IDTV will provide the creative content and presentations, 
while Sail provides the nautical expertise. 
 
About Sail 
SAIL Amsterdam is the largest event in the Netherlands that is free 
to the public. The event was organised for the first time in 1975 to 
celebrate the 700th anniversary of Amsterdam. It was a huge 
success and it was decided that it would be repeated in 1980. In 
order to lead the organisation in the best possible way, Stichting 
Sail Amsterdam (SSA) was established in 1977. Since then, SSA 
has successfully organised SAIL Amsterdam every five years. At the 
heart of each SAIL edition is the impressive fleet of tall ships, 
maritime heritage, naval ships and famous replicas. Alongside the 
vessels, there is a daily programme of cultural, sporting and 
maritime activities. SAIL Amsterdam 2015 will take place from 
Wednesday 19 until Sunday 23 August 2015, on and around the 
River IJ. 
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Sailing Heritage as part of the Royal Boat Parade 
 
The rich maritime history of the Netherlands has been a great 
influence on both professional and recreational shipping around the 
world. Next to the tall ships, this Sailing Heritage always plays a 
key role during SAIL Amsterdam, and this will also be the case for 
the Royal Boat Parade.  
 
Countless sailors in the Netherlands put their hearts and souls into 
the preservation of traditional ships, or even building replicas. 
Thousands of sailing ships are registered as monuments and 
preserved for posterity as part of the early story of the Netherlands.  
 
A beautiful and broad delegation of Sailing Heritage has been 
invited to participate in the Royal Boat Parade. More than 130 ships 
will contribute to the story and all have played their part in Dutch 
history. All are typically Dutch vessels, used for both work and 
pleasure. 
 
 
 



Round and flat bottom yachts 
Tjalks and skûtjes were initially built to transport freight. For fishing 
on the Zuiderzee there were also Botters, Lemsteraken and 
Schokkers or the Zeeuwse Hoogaars. Especially for pleasure, Frisian 
yachts and ‘schouw’ ships were created. These were all powered by 
sails and despite their different uses, their shared property was that 
their underwater hull was either round or flat. As such, these ships 
had a very small depth and could travel anywhere in the shallow 
waters of the Netherlands. While sailing, wooden foils mounted on 
the sides of the ship would serve as a (leeboard) keel. Many of 
these historic vessels have found a new life as pleasure yachts, 
remaining in ship-shape condition for future generations. There 
have also been many new boats built in these historic styles. 
 
Work vessels 
At the beginning of the last century, more types of ship were 
needed in the Netherlands. In Noord-Holland’s Langedijk region, 
harvested vegetables were transported by long, narrow cargo ships, 
travelling through the canal locks. The success of Dutch exports 
also meant that larger cutters and sea tjalks were required to 
transport goods over longer distances. 
 
Due to the numerous port areas in the Netherlands, there was also 
a great need for (steam) tugboats. Both historical and modern 
tugboats will participate in the Royal Boat Parade. 
 
Finally, there will be salon boats, classic pleasure cruisers and early 
motor boats, all commonly used for transporting and entertaining 
guests. 
 
Thanks to all these ships and the passion of their owners, this 
momentous Sailing Heritage is being maintained for future 
generations. The Royal Boat Parade tells their story. 
 


